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FUND STATISTICS 

Date of Inception              January 14, 2019 

 

PERFORMANCE           AS AT APRIL 30, 2019 

Since Inception                               1.29% 

MTD                             (0.41%) 

YTD                               1.29% 

1 YR                                   NA 

3 YR                                   NA 

5 YR                                   NA 
 

Source: Marret Asset Management Inc. 

April 30, 2019 

Fundamental | Technical Outlook 
 

Over the past month, there was a growing narrative that the 

Federal Reserve might provide “insurance” cuts, which would be 

bullish for both rate and stock markets. While central banks 

aren’t contemplating pulling back on their pivot to a cautious 

and patient stance, they did throw some cold water on the 

developing dovish exuberance in markets. 

 

Market participants were focused on an increasing number of 

speeches by prominent members of the Federal Reserve Open 

Market Committee (FOMC), highlighting the worrying dynamics 

of chronically low inflation and reminisced about past examples 

when the FOMC cut rates in reaction to heightened risks and 

uncertainty during a tightening cycle.    What was unknown was 

whether the signaling from these members aligned with the thinking of the Chair. For clarification, 

markets awaited Chair Jerome Powell’s prepared remarks at the May 1st FOMC meeting press 

conference. Disappointingly for the bulls, Powell’s message was one of balance, at least relative to the 

market’s expectations. He pointed to “some transitory factors” holding down core inflation and noted 

the moderation of risks related to trade, overseas growth, and financial conditions. This is not language 

investors would expect, if the Chair wanted to affirm the “insurance” cut messaging. If there was any 

doubt, during the Q&A period Powell stated, “we don’t see a strong case for moving in either direction”. 

This was followed by a Bank of England meeting, where Governor Mark Carney warned that if there 

was a smooth “resolution around Brexit”, “it will require interest rate increases over that period, and it 

will require more, and more frequent, interest rate increases than the market currently expects”. These 

collective comments forced markets to reassess, with both stocks and bonds pulling back. Our view is 

that we are in an environment of muted but stable inflation, mixed growth dynamics, and central banks 

that aren’t looking to be pre-emptive but will continue to have a dovish tilt. 

 

At the end of March, we felt rate markets were overbought and vulnerable to better growth 

developments overseas. We opportunistically reduced duration at the beginning of the month to 5-6yrs. 

and added duration back on weakness to get to a duration range of 6-7yrs. We continue to expect 

rangebound price action, with trade and growth developments dictating the direction of travel within 
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the range. Our expected duration range is 6-8yrs. However, we will be watching our indicators closely 

with a bias towards increasing duration aggressively, if we feel the FOMC is moving closer to an interest 

rate cut. 

Fund Positioning 

Overall duration: Near benchmark 

Cross-currency: Modestly overweight the U.S. vs Canada 

Maturity: Overweight 10-yr vs front-end and 30-yr 

Key Transactions 

Reduced duration at the beginning of the month and increased duration throughout the month. 

Sources: Marret Asset Management Inc., Bloomberg L.P., FTSE Russell. 

FUND PERFORMANCE %, CLASS F, CAD 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC YTD 

2019 0.45% (0.18%) 1.43% (0.41%) 1.29% 

Source: Marret Asset Management Inc. 

April 30, 2019 
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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS 

The offering of units of the Fund is made pursuant to its Offering Memorandum only to those investors who meet certain eligibility 

and minimum purchase requirements.  Eligible investors should read the Fund’s Offering Memorandum before 

investing.  Investment funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently, and past performance may not be 

repeated.  Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with investment funds. 

The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compound total returns net of fees (except for figures of one year or less, 

which are simple total returns) including changes in security value and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account 

sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns. 

This commentary has been prepared for Marret Asset Management Inc. is confidential and may not be redistributed. 

Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on information provided by third parties and CI 

Investments Inc. has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy.  Market conditions may change which may impact the 

information contained in this document. 

This document is provided as a general source of information and should not be considered personal, legal, accounting, tax or 

investment advice, or an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities.  Every effort has been made to ensure that the material 

contained in this document is accurate at the time of publication.  Market conditions may change which may impact the 

information contained in this document.  All charts and illustrations in this document are for illustrative purposes only.  They are 

not intended to predict or project investment results.  Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding 

any particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any changes to their 

investment strategies.   

The opinions expressed in the communication are solely those of the author and are not to be used or construed as investment 

advice or as an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed.   

Marret Asset Management Inc. is a partly owned subsidiary of CI Financial Corp. and an affiliate of CI Investments Inc. 

Source: Marret Asset Management Inc., April 30, 2019     Publication date: May 9, 2019 


